Abstract-Due to many applications need the management of spatial data; clustering large spatial databases is an important problem which tries to find the densely populated regions in the feature space to be used in data mining, knowledge discovery, or efficient information retrieval. A good clustering approach should be efficient and detect clusters of arbitrary shapes. It must be insensitive to the outliers (noise) and the order of input data. In this paper Cosine Cluster is proposed based on cosine transformation, which satisfies all the above requirements. Using multi-resolution property of cosine transforms, arbitrary shape clusters can be effectively identified at different degrees of accuracy. Cosine Cluster is also approved to be highly efficient in terms of time complexity. Experimental results on very large data sets are presented, which show the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed approach compared to other recent clustering methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, a new data clustering method is explored in the multidimensional spatial data mining problem. Spatial data mining is the discovery of interesting characteristics and patterns that may exist in large spatial databases. Usually the spatial relationships are implicit in nature. Because of the huge amounts of spatial data that may be obtained from satellite images, medical equipment, Geographic Information Systems (GIS), image database exploration etc., it is expensive and unrealistic for the users to examine spatial data in detail. Spatial data mining aims to automate the process of understanding spatial data by representing the data in a concise manner and reorganizing spatial databases to accommodate data semantics. It can be used in many applications such as seismology (grouping earthquakes clustered along seismic faults), mine-field detection (grouping mines in a minefield), and astronomy (grouping stars in galaxies) [1, 2] . The aim of data clustering method is to group the objects in spatial databases into meaningful sub-classes. Due to the huge amount of spatial data, an important challenge for clustering algorithms is to achieve good time efficiency. Also, due to the diverse nature of the spatial objects, the clusters may be of arbitrary shapes. They may be nested within one another, may have holes inside, or may possess concave shapes. A good clustering algorithm should be able to identify clusters irrespective of their shapes or relative positions. Another important issue is the handling of noise or outliers. Outliers refer to spatial objects which are not contained in any cluster and should be discarded during the mining process. The results of a good clustering approach should not get affected by the different ordering of input data and should produce the same clusters. In other word, it should be ordered insensitive with respect to input data. The complexity and enormous amount of spatial data may hinder the user from obtaining any knowledge about the number of clusters present. Thus, clustering algorithms should not assume to have the input of the number of clusters present in the spatial domain. To provide the user maximum effectiveness; clustering algorithms should classify spatial objects at different levels of accuracy. For example, in an image database, the user may pose queries like whether a particular image is of type agricultural or residential. Suppose the system identifies that the image is of agricultural category and the user may be just satisfied with this broad classification. Again the user may enquire about the actual type of the crop that the image shows. This needs clustering at hierarchical levels of coarseness which we call the multi-resolution property. In this paper, a spatial data mining method, termed Cosine Cluster is proposed. The multidimensional spatial data is considered as a multidimensional signal, and we apply signal processing techniques -Cosine transforms to convert the spatial data into the frequency domain. In Cosine transform, convolution with an appropriate kernel function results in a transformed space where the natural clusters in the data become more distinguishable, then the clusters are identified by finding the dense regions in the transformed domain. Cosine Cluster conforms to all the requirements of good clustering algorithms as discussed above. It can handle any large spatial data sets efficiently. It discovers clusters of any arbitrary shape and successfully handles outliers, and it is totally insensitive to the ordering of the input data. Also, because of the signal processing techniques applied, the multi-resolution property is attributed naturally to Cosine Cluster. To our knowledge, no method currently exists which exploits these properties of Cosine transform in the clustering problem in spatial data mining. It should be noted that the use of Cosine Cluster is not limited only to the spatial data, and it is applicable to any collection of attributes with ordered numerical values. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related work is discussed in Section 2. In Section 3, the motivation behind using signal processing techniques for clustering large spatial databases is presented. This is followed by a brief introduction on cosine transform. Section 4 discusses our clustering method, Cosine Cluster and analyzes its complexity. In section 5, the experimental evaluation of the effectiveness and efficiency of Cosine Cluster using very large data sets is illustrated. Finally in Section 6, concluding remarks are offered.
II. RELATED WORK The clustering algorithms can be categorized into four main groups: partitioning algorithms, hierarchical algorithms, density based algorithms and grid based algorithms.
A. Partitioning Algorithms
Partitioning algorithms construct a partition of a database of N objects into a set of K clusters. Usually they start with an initial partition and then use an iterative control strategy to optimize an objective function. There are mainly two approaches i) k-means algorithm, where each cluster is represented by the center of gravity of the cluster, ii) k-medoid algorithm, where each cluster is represented by one of the objects of the cluster located near the center. PAM [13] uses a k-medoid method to identify the clusters. PAM selects K objects arbitrarily as medoids and swap with other objects until all K objects qualify as medoids. PAM compares an object with entire data set to find a medoid, thus it has a slow processing time, O(K(N -K))2. CLARA (Clustering LARge Applications) [13] draws a sample of data set, applies PAM on the sample, and finds the medoids of the sample. Ng and Han introduced CLARANS (Clustering Large Applications based on RANdomaized Search) which is an improved k-medoid method [NH94]. This is the first method that introduces clustering techniques into spatial data mining problems and overcomes most of the disadvantages of traditional clustering methods on large data sets. Although CLARANS is faster than PAM, but it is still slow and as mentioned in [20] , its computational complexity is R(KN2). Moreover, because of its randomized approach, for large values of N, quality of results cannot be guaranteed. In general, k-medoid methods do not present enough spatial information when the cluster structures are complex.
B. Hierarchical Algorithms
Hierarchical algorithms create a hierarchical decomposition of the database. The hierarchical decomposition can be represented as a dendrogram. The algorithm iteratively splits the database into smaller subsets until some termination condition is satisfied. Hierarchical algorithms do not need K as an input parameter, which is an obvious advantage over partitioning algorithms. The disadvantage is that the termination condition has to be specified. BIRCH (Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering using Hierarchies) [21] uses a hierarchical data structure called CF-tree for incrementally and dynamically clustering the incoming data points. CF-tree is a height balanced tree which stores the clustering features. BIRCH tries to produce the best clusters with the available resources. They consider that the amount of available memory is limited (typically much smaller than the data set size) and want to minimize the time required for I/O. In BIRCH, a single scan of the dataset yields a good clustering, and one or more additional passes can (optionally) be used to improve the quality further. So, the computational complexity of BIRCH is O(N). BIRCH is also the first clustering algorithm to handle noise [21] . Since each node in CF-tree can only hold a limited number of entries due to its size, it does not always correspond to a natural cluster [21] . Moreover, for different orders of the same input data, it may generate different clusters. In other word, it is order-sensitive. Also as our experimental results show, if the clusters are not "spherical" in shape, BIRCH does not perform well. This is because it uses the notion of radius or diameter to control the boundary of a cluster.
C. Density Based Algorithms
Pauwels et al proposed an unsupervized clustering algorithm to locate clusters by constructing a density function that reflects the spatial distribution of the data points [4] . They modified non-parametric density estimation problem in two ways. Firstly, they use crossvalidation to select the appropriate width of convolution kernel. Secondly, they use Difference-of-Gaussians (DOG's) that allows for better clustering and frees the need to choose an arbitrary cut off threshold. Their method can find arbitrary shape clusters and does not make any assumptions about the underlying data distribution. They have successfully applied the algorithm to color segmentation problems. This method is computationally very expensive [4] . So it can make the method impractical for very large databases. Ester et al presented a clustering algorithm DB-SCAN relying on a density-based notion of clusters. It is designed to discover clusters of arbitrary shapes [3] . The key idea in DBSCAN is that for each point of a cluster, the neighborhood of a given radius has to contain at least a minimum number of points, i.e. the density in the neighborhood has to exceed some threshold. DBSCAN can separate the noise (outliers) and discover clusters of arbitrary shape. It uses R*-tree to achieve better performance. But the average run time complexity of DBSCAN is O(NlogN).
D. Grid-Based Algorithms
Recently a number of algorithms have been presented which quantize the space into a finite number of cells and then do all operations on the quantized space. The main characteristic of these approaches is their fast processing time which is typically independent of the number of data objects. They depend only on the number of cells in each dimension in the quantized space. Wang et al proposed a STatistical INformation Grid-based method (STING) for spatial data mining [20] . They divide the spatial area into rectangular cells using a hierarchical structure. They store the statistical parameters (such as mean, variance, minimum, maximum, and type of distribution) of each numerical feature of the objects within cells. STING goes through the data set once to compute the statistical parameters of the cells, hence the time complexity of generating clusters is O(N). The other previously mentioned clustering approaches do not explain if (or how) the clustering information is used to search for queries, or how a new object is assigned to the clusters. In STING, the hierarchical representation of grid cells is used to process such cases. After generating the hierarchical structure, the response time for a query would be O(K), where K is the number of grid cells at the lowest level [20] . Usually K << N, which makes this method fast. However, in their hierarchy, they do not consider the spatial relationship between the children and their neighboring cells to construct the parent cell. This might be the reason for the isothetic shape of resulting clusters, that is, all the cluster boundaries are either horizontal or vertical, and no diagonal boundary is detected. It lowers the quality and accuracy of clusters, despite the fast processing time of this approach. Wave Cluster, which is a grid-based approach is very efficient, especially for very large databases. The computational complexity of generating clusters in our method is O(N). The results are not affected by outliers and the method is not sensitive to the order of the number of input objects to be processed. Wave Cluster is well capable of finding arbitrary shape clusters with complex structures such as concave or nested clusters at different scales, and does not assume any specific shape for the clusters. A priori knowledge about the exact number of clusters is not required in Wave Cluster. However, an estimation of expected number of clusters, helps in choosing the appropriate resolution of clusters, we proposed Cosine Cluster, which is a grid-based approach too, but it is different from Wave Cluster by the way of transformation in Cosine Cluster. We used cosine transformation instead of wavelet transformation for more efficiency discarding outliers (noise), and it has the same features of the Wave Cluster with slightly difference in performance. [22] III. COSINE-BASED CLUSTERING
A. Discrete Cosine Transform
Discrete cosine transform (DCT) has become the most popular technique for image compression over the past several years. One of the major reasons for its popularity is its selection as the standard for JPEG. DCTs are most commonly used for non-analytical applications such as image processing and signal processing DSP applications such as video conferencing, fax systems, video disks, and HDTV. DCTs can be used on a matrix of practically any dimension. Mapping an image space into a frequency space is the most common use of DCTs. For example, video is usually processed for compression/ decompression as 8 x 8 blocks of pixels. Large and small features in a video picture are represented by low and high frequencies. An advantage of the DCT process is that image features do not normally change quickly, so many DCT coefficients are either zero or very small and require less data during compression algorithms. DCTs are fast and like Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs), require calculation of coefficients. The entire standards employ block based DCT coding to give a higher compression ratio. Various different techniques and algorithms employed for DCT. The basic difference between DCT and wavelets is that in wavelets rather than creating 8 X 8 blocks to compress, wavelets decompose the original signal into sub-bands. Wavelets are basically an optimizing algorithm for representing a lot of change in the pictures. With DCT algorithm, the 8 X 8 blocks can lose their crisp edges, whereas, with wavelets the edges are very well defined. We will not go in detail with the differences between wavelets and DCT but we just want to mention it to prove our case for the proposal of DCT for multi-resolution analysis. There is another compression method being developed call Fractals which is based on quadratic equations. This method is very well suitable with images which have patterns or a lot of repetitions. Now, if the wavelets produce much better results than DCT then why do we need to try DCT for multiresolution? The reason is that there are certain drawbacks to wavelets especially in terms of computation time required, as for the highest compression rates it takes a longer time to encode [23] .
B. Multi-Resolution Analysis
The concept of multi-resolution analysis was formally introduced by and Meyer [1993] .Multi-resolution analysis provides a hierarchical structure. It means that in order to get 15 % compression, the image is not compressed directly to 15% as in block DCT, instead the image is compressed in stages; reducing the image to a half at every stage. At different resolutions the details of a signal generally characterize different physical aspects of the image or a signal per say. It is a common observation that at coarse resolutions the details correspond to larger overall aspects of the image while at fine resolutions the distinguishing features are prominent. Some of the common applications of multi-resolution analysis are image compression, edge detection, and texture analysis. Multi-resolution analysis is not only restricted to the previously mentioned techniques but recently researchers also found some more applications of multi-resolution analysis and found good results. These applications include image restoration and noise removal. Multi-resolution analysis tries to understand the content of the image at different resolutions. Wavelet analysis makes use of the notion of multi-resolution analysis. Wavelet analysis is built on Fourier analysis and it was designed to overcome the drawbacks of the Fourier analysis. According to Meyer [1992] , the most powerful tool for the construction wavelets and for the implementation of the wavelet decomposition and reconstruction algorithms is the notion of multi-resolution analysis. The concept of multi-resolution analysis was formally introduced by 
C. Cosine Vs Wavelet Transform
As mentioned in the introduction section, researches have been erroneous in comparing JPEG with wavelets as a means of comparing DCT and wavelets. Discrete cosine transforms and wavelets have been popular techniques used in signal processing for quite some time. Many researches have been comparing these two techniques to decide which one is superior. The results of such comparisons have suggested that wavelets outperform DCT by a big margin. This is not a fair comparison due to the fact that JPEGs only use a part of the discrete cosine transform. Discrete cosine transform is far more powerful and performance efficient than what JPEG can offer. JPEG uses 8 X 8 blocks which are then transformed into 64 DCT coefficients. This is a very low number because when we do the compression we make the coefficients 0s and in this case we are not left with much of the information when we convert some of the coefficients out of 64 to 0s. We can have far better results if we use larger block sizes such as 32 x 32. It will only be fair to run a performance comparison between wavelets and discrete cosine transform because the hardware implementation of discrete cosine transform is very less expensive than wavelets and it is well acknowledged. The other important consideration while comparing wavelets and Discrete cosine transform is to keep the quantizer same. Various quantization schemes are available to be used with different transforms. Far better results can be obtained from discrete cosine transform than the standard JPEG if the new improved methods are employed. These methods include Q-matrix design, optimal threshold and joint optimizations. The results from the experiments indicate that a gain of 1.7 dB was achieved with joint optimization over the standard JPEG with the same bit rate. The standard JPEG is, in fact, not optimal and even JPEG with its limited DCT use can still be improved. In order to stay compatible with JPEG in DCT based embedded image coding is compared with wavelet based JPEG like image coding. In wavelet -o0'based JPEG like image coding, the DCT in baseline JPEG is replaced by a three level wavelet transform. This way the performance of the wavelet transform is achieved while staying compatible with JPEG. Image coding mainly depends on what kind of entropy coder and quantizer used rather than the difference between the wavelets and DCT. This observation is a benchmark in the comparison of DCT and wavelets. There is actually not a big difference between DCT and wavelets but in fact the difference lies in choice of quantizer and entropy coder. For still images, the difference between the wavelet transform and the discrete cosine transform is less than 1 dB and for video coding this difference tends to be even smaller. This results obtained are very important because of the fact that JPEG and discrete cosine transform are erroneously used interchangeably in research and in comparing wavelets with DCT. DCTs can do much more and much better than what the baseline JPEG can offer. One of the major critiques of the standard DCT is the blocking effect that becomes more prominent at higher compression ratios. This blocking effect and other properties of DCT will be explored in detail in the next chapter. As already mentioned, the standard JPEG is based on DCT while an 11 improved version of JPEG, known as JPEG2000, is based on wavelets and it is supposed to solve the problem of blocking artifacts in standard DCT. There are quite many benefits of JPEG2000 over the standard JPEG. JPGE2000 makes use of the multi-resolution analysis and that's why it is pertinent to mention JPEG2000 here, and in comparison with the standard JPEG which use the standard 8x8 block DCT. The main features of JPEG2000 are: its superior low bit rate performance which enables it to attain higher compression without the loss of the information data, its multiple resolution representation, lossy and lossless compression, and region of interest (ROI) coding etc. Below some examples for compressed images are shown at different bits per pixel to illustrate the difference between the 8x8 block DCT and wavelets based JPEG2000. It is very clear in these images that the blocking effect becomes more prominent at higher compressions and lower bit rates. 
D. DCT Formal Definition
As mentioned earlier, the DCT transform de-correlates the image data. In DCT, an image is typically broken into 8x8 blocks. These blocks are each transformed into 64 DCT coefficients. The most commonly used DCT definition of one dimensional sequence of length N is
The above equation is defined for u = 0, 1, 2, 3…..N-1. There are two kinds of DCT coefficients; AC and DC. The DC coefficient corresponds to the value of C (u) when u = 0. In other words, DC coefficient provides the average value of the sample data. The rest of the coefficients are called AC coefficients. Based on the one dimensional DCT as described above, the two dimensional DCT can be achieved. 
A．Multi-model algorithm introduction
Given a set of spatial objects O i , 1 , the goal of the algorithm is to detect clusters and assign labels to the objects based on the cluster that they belong to. The main idea in Cosine Cluster is to transform the original feature space by applying cosine transform and then find the dense regions in the new space. It yields sets of clusters at different resolutions and scales, which can be chosen based on users' needs. The main steps of Cosine Cluster are shown in Algorithm 1. The number (or size) of these units is an important issue that affects the performance of clustering.
B. Step 1: Quantization

C.
Step 2: Transform The second step in Cosine Cluster algorithm is applying discrete cosine transform on the quantized feature space. Discrete cosine transform will be applied on the units M j results in a new feature space and so new units T k . Cosine Cluster detects the connected components in the transformed feature space. Each connected component is a cluster which is a set of units T k . For each resolution r of cosine transform, there is a set of clusters C T , but usually number of clusters is less at the coarser resolutions. In our experiments, cosine transform was applied three times and we tried Haar, Daubechies, Cohen-DaubechiesFeauveau ((4,2) and (2,2)) transforms [19, 7, 18, 22] . Average sub bands (feature spaces) approximate the original feature space at different scales, which help in finding clusters at different level of details. We use the algorithm in [12] to find the connected components in the 2-dimensional feature space (image).The same concept can be generalized for higher dimensions.
D. Step 4: Label and Make Look Up Table
In the fourth step of the algorithm, Cosine Cluster labels the feature space units which are included in a cluster, with its c n s, luster umber. That i
where is the label of the unit . The clusters which are found cannot be used directly to define the clusters in the original feature space, since they exist in the transformed feature space and are based on wavelet coefficients. Making a lookup table LT is made by the Cosine cluster to map the transformed feature space units to the units in the original feature space. Cosine Cluster makes a lookup table LT to map the units in the transformed feature space to the units in the original feature space. Each entry in the table specifies the relationship between one unit in the transformed feature space and the corresponding unit(s) of the original feature space. So the label of each unit in the original feature space can be easilydetermined. Finally, Cosine Cluster assigns the label of each unit in the feature space to all the objects whose feature vector is in that unit, and thus ed r 
Where is the cluster label of object .
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of Cosine Cluster and demonstrate its effectiveness on different types of distributions of data. Tests were done on synthetic datasets generated by us and also on datasets used to evaluate BIRCH [21] . We mainly compare our clustering results with BIRCH. We first introduce the test datasets.
A. Synthetic Datasets Datasets DS1, DS2 and DS3 are the same as used by [21] . They are shown in Figure 6 a, b, and c. Each dataset consists of 100,000 points. The points in DS3 are randomly distributed while DS1 and DS2 are distributed in a grid and sine curve pattern respectively. The other datasets shown in Figure 6 were generated using our own dataset generator. Data set DS4 is the noisy version of DS5 that is generated by scattering 1000 random noise points on the original dataset.
B. Clustering Huge Datasets
All the datasets used in the experiments contain typically more than 10,000 data points. DS1, DS2 and DS3 each one has 100,000 data points. Cosine Cluster can successfully handle arbitrarily large number of data points. Figure 5 .1 shows Cosine Cluster's performance on DS1. This map coloring algorithm has been used to color the clusters. Neighboring clusters have different colors. But non-neighboring clusters might be allocated the same color. Handling Outliers This result emphasizes deficiency of the methods which assume the shape of the clusters a priori. Cosine Cluster is very effective in handling outliers. Figure 5 .4 shows clustering achieved by Cosine Cluster on DS4 dataset (noisy version of DS5 dataset). It successfully removes all random noise and produces three intended clusters. Also, because of O(K) (where K is the number of grid points), the time complexity of the processing phase of Cosine Cluster , that is, the time taken to find the clusters in the noisy version of the data is the same as that on without noise. VI. CONCLUSION In this paper, the clustering approach Cosine Cluster is presented. It applies cosine transform on the spatial data feature space which helps in detecting arbitrary shape clusters at different scales. It is a very efficient method with time complexity of O(N), where N is the number of objects in the database, makes it especially attractive for large databases. Cosine Cluster is insensitive to the order of input data to be processed. Moreover, it is not affected by the outliers and can handle them properly and the difference on performance with Wave Cluster is shown above.
